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Microstructure of thin tantalum films sputtered onto inclined substrates:
Experiments and atomistic simulations
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We have combined experiments and atomistic modeling in order to better understand the growth and
structure of metal films deposited onto sidewalls of trenches and vias. Using x-ray reflectance,
atomic force microscopy, and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy to characterize the
microstructure and morphology of Ta films grown by magnetron sputtering onto inclined substrates,
we find that films deposited at larger incidence angles tend towards columnar microstructure with
high roughness and low density. We have used a three-dimensional Monte Carlo model~ADEPT! to
simulate the growth process, under conditions close to those investigated experimentally. A binary
collision model is included in the Monte Carlo deposition procedure to describe the interaction of
energetic particles with the surface. Examination of the film microstructure and morphology
resulting from the simulations indicates that the energetic impinging particles are necessary to
produce film densities comparable to those found experimentally. By including these effects, we
thus find good agreement between the simulations and the experimental results. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1579112#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The control of thin film microstructure and morpholog
is important in many applications, particularly in metalliz
tion processes involved in the construction of interconne
on silicon. A typical example of this assertion is the so-cal
‘‘barrier layer,’’ i.e., a thin layer of a refractory material~e.g.,
Ta, TaN, TiN! used to prevent interdiffusion of Al or Cu with
the underlying silicon or silicon oxide. Voids can drama
cally reduce the effectiveness of the barrier by providing
path for rapid diffusion. Trench and via sidewalls are perh
the most sensitive zones for penetration of barrier films
cause of the potential for low step coverage and, in the c
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of high-aspect-ratio features in particular, the grazing de
sition angles on the sidewalls which can facilitate vo
formation.1

Much research has been devoted to the understandin
columnar growth in thin film deposition. A large number
experiments and theoretical investigations show that, for
surface mobility and particularly for deposition conditions
oblique incidence, the film exhibits a columnar morpholo
~see Ref. 2 for a review paper!. Dirks and Leamy3 suggest a
kinetic roughening mechanism that results in column form
tion: small surface depressions become deeper and gro
deposition proceeds because~a! they receive a smaller flux
due to shadowing, in the case of impinging atoms arriving
large incident angles, and~b! low atomic mobility prevents
atoms from moving to fill this depression~which would
minimize surface energy!.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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The sputter gas pressure during growth also is known
affect film microstructure. In the sputtering process, spu
gas ions~most commonly Ar1) are accelerated towards
polycrystalline target with energies of up to a few hundr
electron volts. At low Ar pressure, sputtered target atoms
well as neutral Ar atoms reflected from the target can arr
at the surface of the growing film with significant kinet
energies. In the specific case of Ta deposition with 400 eV
ions, binary collision calculations indicate energies as h
as;100 eV for Ar and an average kinetic energy of 26 e
for Ta.4 At high Ar pressure, however, collisions tend to the
malize the gas phase so that the amount of kinetic ene
delivered to the surface of the growing film by neutral Ar a
Ta atoms is greatly reduced. The larger incident kinetic
ergies associated with lower Ar pressures tend to prod
high density, smooth films.5

The microstructure that results in the case of sputter
is due to several atomistic mechanisms taking place betw
the impinging energetic Ar and Ta atoms and the surf
adatoms.~1! An adatom or Ar ion can reflect at the surface
induce resputtering of the surface atoms.~2! An impinging
atom arriving at grazing incidence on the surface can a
diffuse over large distances~biased diffusion!. Biased diffu-
sion is the consequence of the attractive force exerted on
impinging atom by the surface, preventing a simple refl
tion. ~3! The impinging atom can collide with a surface ato
and induce its diffusion~kinetic energy assisted diffusion!.
All of these mechanisms have been observed in molec
dynamics simulations,6–9 but their effect on the film micro-
structure is not fully understood.

Several attempts have been made to model numeric
the effects of particle collisions with surface atoms, us
either molecular dynamics~MD! or kinetic Monte Carlo
~MC! simulations. Some recent work10,11 treated the depen
dence of microstructure on processing conditions includ
substrate temperature, incident energy, or incident angl
the atoms. Since MD follows the detailed atomic trajectori
the simulated time scale can only reach microseconds~even
for hyperdynamics techniques12! whereas periods of minute
or more are common in experiments. In order to simul
deposition of realistic film thicknesses, deposition rates
usually accelerated by many orders of magnitude, and a
tom diffusion is essentially excluded, except for atherm
processes. On the other hand, some MC models were d
oped to reproduce effects of the energetic collisions on
surface. Yanget al. use a two-step model where impingin
atoms are first placed near their landing point, based o
momentum scheme, and a kinetic MC describes the su
quent diffusion.13 In the momentum scheme, deposited ato
undergo an initial displacement, and this produces film d
sities closer to experimental values. More recently, Wang
Clancy’s MC model included atom sticking probability in th
deposition procedure.14 The kinetic energy of the impinging
atoms along the normal to the surface is computed and if
energy is lower than a threshold energy, the atom does
stick.

In this article, we present experimental and simulat
results of Ta thin films grown by magnetron sputtering on
oxidized Si substrates. Our experimental investigation w
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intended to quantify how the microstructure and morpholo
of the film changes over nonplanar topography. We var
the deposition angle and the Ar pressure in the chamber,
quantified the surface roughness and density using x-ray
flectometry and atomic force microscopy. The film micr
structure was investigated using high resolution transmiss
electron microscopy as well. Our simulations were p
formed using ADEPT, a three-dimensional MC model. T
model includes ballistic deposition from the sputter targ
with realistic angular distributions, binding energies, and s
face diffusion. The angular distribution for the impingin
atoms corresponds to a collimated beam produced by a ta
that subtends a small solid angle. A binary collision mod
simulates atomic displacements resulting from energetic
pinging particles, and we have investigated the effects
these collisions on the film microstructure. We compare
simulated morphologies to the experimental results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: TANTALUM FILMS

A. Film growth and analysis

The experimental work was described in det
elsewhere,15 and we provide here only an outline of th
methods. The films were grown by dc magnetron sputter
in argon ~99.999% purity!. The background pressure in th
chamber prior to deposition was in the range 531027– 5
31026 Torr. S-Gun cathodes using 1.85-in. diameter cyl
drical targets of Ta~99.9% purity! are mounted in the bas
plate of the vacuum chamber. Substrates are mounted
platen that faces downward, located 110 mm above the
surface of the target; film thickness is adjusted by varying
~computer-controlled! rotational velocity of the substrat
platen as it travels over the cathode. An aperture located
mm above the target is used both to improve source collim
tion and coating uniformity. Ta thin films were grown o
~unheated! Si~100! wafer sections~;1.431.4 cm2! having a
thin ~;20–30 Å! native oxide layer. The wafer sections we
mounted on a holder consisting of trapezoidal blocks that
oriented at various angles (Cm) relative to the direction of
the sputter source in order to vary the average incide
angle of particles.15 Orientation angles ofCm50° ~i.e., hori-
zontal!, 30°, 60°, and 85° were used. The power applied
the cathode was fixed at 100 W; the cathode voltage
approximately 350 V, so that the average kinetic energy of
ions impinging on the target was 350 eV. The argon press
in the chamber was fixed at either 2 or 10 mTorr; the de
sition rates determined from the film thicknesses~0° orienta-
tion angles! deduced by x-ray reflectance measurements~de-
scribed below! were 9.3 and 8.2 Å/s, respectively. Film
thicknesses varied with substrate orientation, with thin
films obtained at larger orientation angles, as described
low.

X-ray reflectance~XRR! measurements were performe
using a CuKa source and a two-circle goniometer. Fits
the XRR data, performed with the IMD software package16

were used to determine the film thickness, surface roughn
density, and interface widths~i.e., resulting from interfacial
roughness and/or diffuseness between the film and the
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strate, and between the film and the oxide that forms du
exposure to air!.

Atomic force microscopy~AFM! was also used to deter
mine surface roughness: measurements were made o
lected films using a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III op
ated in the tapping mode, with both 1.0 and 0.1mm scan
lengths. Cross-sectional high resolution transmission e
tron microscopy~HRTEM! of the films was prepared by io
milling using 5 keV Ar at an angle of 15° from a dual io
mill ~Gatan model 600! at liquid N2 temperature. The cross
sectional pieces were glued such that the flux direction
growth of the Ta film lies in the polishing plane of the cro
section. HRTEM was carried out using the 400 keV JE
4000EX high resolution electron microscope with a point-
point resolution of 1.8 Å.

B. Results of Ta film analysis

The thickness and roughness values determined from
x-ray data for the Ta films are plotted versus substrate or
tation angle in Fig. 1. A number of trends are evident in th
data:

First, the variation of thickness with orientation ang
(Cm) does not follow the cosCm distribution, as is often
assumed.17 Part of this discrepancy can be due to imperf
source collimation, in spite of the use of the deposition
erture described in Ref. 15. Also, the density of the fi
varies with orientation, and this effect increases the thickn
of the film grown at the more oblique angles.

Second, films deposited at high Ar pressure are roug
than those deposited at low Ar pressure. The variation
roughness with Ar pressure observed here is by now wid
known to occur for sputtered films18–20 and results largely
from the dependence of the deposition energetics on Ar p
sure as discussed above.

Third, we observe an increase in roughness with ori
tation angle~Fig. 1!, presumably related to columnar growt
which is enhanced at nonzero orientation angles as discu

FIG. 1. Roughness values are determined as a function of orientation a
from XRR~n! and AFM with 1mm ~1! and 0.1mm ~3! scan lengths. The
thickness is measured from XRR~L! and compared to cos(Cm) ~dashed line
noted ‘‘cos’’ in the figure!. Solid lines and dotted lines correspond to T
films deposited, respectively, at 2 and 10 mTorr Ar pressure.
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above as well. In addtion, the films exhibit an increase
roughness with substrate inclination for all measured val
of the Ar pressure.

We plot the density as determined from XRR as a fun
tion of substrate orientation (PAr52 mTorr) in Fig. 2 ~the
simulation results are also displayed but are described in
IV !. The density decreases with inclination angle, fro
;0.93 to ;0.66 ~at 85° substrate inclination!, that of the
bulk crystalline material without voids~we use a full density
of 16.6 g/cm3!. The low density determined from XRR co
relates with the microstructure determined from HRTE
~Fig. 3! on the 60° inclination sample, which shows clear
an underdense film comprising columns less than 100
wide, with no clear faceting on the top. A dense layer is a
observed near the substrate. Note that large-angle x-ray
fraction measurements, also performed on selected sam
reveal no strong texture in these films.15

III. MONTE CARLO MODEL: ADEPT

ADEPT has been developed in order to describe
growth of metal films deposited by sputter deposition. T
general features of ADEPT have been presented befo21

and we sketch here only the necessary background to un
stand the simulation procedure. The new binary collis
model of the deposition procedure is presented in detail.

A. General simulation procedure

A typical simulation is a succession of deposition a
surface diffusion events. The angular distribution for impin
ing particles is set to correspond to the geometry of the m
netron sputtering apparatus of the experiment:15 we use a
collimated beam with trajectories that can differ by about 1
from an average angle (Cm). The atomX and Y starting
coordinates are randomly chosen above the substrate on
of the simulation cell. The impinging atom is moved alon

gle

FIG. 2. XRR density measurement of Ta films deposited onto differ
inclined substrates~d!. These films have been deposited atPAr52 mTorr.
Simulation results are also displayed for comparison:~L!: no energetics;
~,!: T(Ta)55 eV and T(Ar) 525 eV; ~n!: T(Ta)510 eV and T(Ar)
550 eV; ~1!: T(Ta)510 eV andT(Ar) 50 eV; and~h!: latent heat.
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FIG. 3. HRTEM section of a Ta film grown on a 60° oriented substrate. The film has been grown under 2 mTorr Ar pressure.
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the trajectory until it collides with the film surface. The a
erage time between deposition eventsDtdeposis derived from
the desired deposition rate and the dimensions of the c
putational cell.

Surface diffusion is simulated in the model by selecti
surface atoms and moving them to neighboring empty s
face sites. The jump rate to the nearest neighbor empty
of the atoms with coordination,12 are temperature depen
dent and follow the Arrhenius form:n5n0e2Em /kT whereT
is the temperature andk is the Boltzman constant. The pre
actorsn0 and the activation energiesEm are coordination
dependant and can be inferred from MD calculations~in the
initial implementations, MD simulations of Al provided th
diffusion barriers22!. Surface atoms are picked with prob
abilities based on their maximum possible rates, which
determined by their coordination. The potential energies
the initial and final positions of a diffusion jump are calc
lated using a Monte Carlo embedded atom method poten
parameterized to fit approximately the MD potent
energies.21 If the potential energy increases between the
tial and final states, the event occurs with reduced probab
in order to satisfy microscopic reversibility,23 otherwise, if
the potential energy drops or remains constant, the eve
performed with unit probability.

B. Binary collision model

The binary collision~BC! approximation describes th
motion and interaction of energetic particles with the ato
of the film or substrate by a series of two-body collisions.
describe the two-body interaction, we follow closely t
classical theory and approximation from Ref. 24. Asympto
trajectories of the projectile and target atoms are compu
considering elastic collisions. We use a purely repuls
Born–Mayer potential to describe their interaction beca
of its simplicity and the availability of potential paramete
for a large variety of materials:

V~r !5Ae2r /a, ~1!

whereA and a depend on the nature of the target and
projectile atoms.24 When they are different species, a comb
nation rule of the parameters is used:24

AXY5~AXXAYY!1/2, aXY5
2aXXaYY

aXX1aYY
, ~2!
-
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whereAXY and aXY are the parameters entering Eq.~1! for
collisions of an atom of typeX with an atom of typeY. The
subscriptsXX andYY correspond to the parameters for co
lisions of atoms of the same type. In the following,initial is
related to quantities before collision~e.g., kinetic energy of
the projectile! while final characterizes quantities resultin
from the collision~e.g., kinetic energy of an atom initially a
rest!. The collision sequence obeys some basic rules.

Collisions with atoms having impact parameters~small-
est distance to the extended straight line trajectory! larger
than a characteristic distancebmax are not included. The firs
collision with a film or substrate atom is determined by t
first time the trajectory reaches a point whereb,bmax. bmax

is a parameter linked to the number of collisions in a c
cade, and is adjusted to fit experimental measurement
sputtering yields.

If the final kinetic energy of the atom initially at rest i
larger thanU thr , the atom becomes a new projectile ato
and is considered for a sequence of binary collisions. T
energyU thr corresponds to the kinetic energy to move
atom from its position in a lattice site. This energy depen
on the local configuration, e.g., surface atoms require
energy to leave their lattice sites than bulk atoms. We ass
that the valueU thr scales with the binding energy of the ato
to the site, i.e.,

U thr5
Vbinding

Vbulk
U thr bulk, ~3!

whereVbinding and Vbulk are, respectively, the binding ene
gies of the atom in its initial position and in a bulk sit
U thr bulk is the threshold energy to extract an atom from
bulk lattice position and empirical values are available
different materials.24 Because of the low kinetic energy o
impinging particles on the surface and the highU thr bulk, only
surface atoms are capable of leaving their lattice site. C
sidering that in a typical event, an atom leaves a step posi
to form an adatom on the surface, the difference betw
these configurations is about equal to the adatom forma
energy on the surfaceUad. This energy is subtracted from
the kinetic energy of the recoil atom. Although an atom w
a high coordination number is less likely to be displac
because of the difficulty of moving between closely spac
neighbors, this effect is accounted for by the subsequent
lisions along the new trajectory.
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If the final kinetic energy of one of the projectile atom
is lower than a second threshold energyUstop, the atom is
stopped and is placed at a vacant site in the neighborh
This is accomplished by searching the neighborhood of
atomic position up to the sixth nearest neighbor site. T
distance is sufficient to find a place to put the vast majo
of the projectile atoms, and adequately represents the a
system where it diffuses as an interstitial until it reaches
empty site. When the last atom stops, the MC thermal s
face diffusion commences.

If the energetic particles collide with the atoms cons
tuting the initial substrate, the projectile atom is stopped a
a vacant site is sought near the impact position.

C. Specific surface mechanisms

Some additional mechanisms are included in the mo
of energetic collisions to account for those observed in M
simulations6–9—latent heat of condensation, reflection, r
sputtering, biased diffusion, kinetic energy assis
diffusion—and are presented in Fig. 4. Note that reflect
and resputtering are already described by the basic BC
cedure, but changes of the particle trajectory resulting fr
their interaction with the surface are considered in this p

Latent heat of condensation corresponds to the ene
difference of the system when an atom passes from the v
to a site on the surface. MD simulations show that 60%–7
of this energy is transformed into kinetic energy of the i

FIG. 4. The different surface mechanisms considered in the depos
model.
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pinging atom.6 It is the result of the attractive force exerte
by the surface atoms on the impinging atom@Fig. 4~a!#. The
Born–Mayer interatomic potential does not contain any
tractive part. Thus we include this effect by adding a veloc
component to the atoms passing near the surface, increa
their kinetic energy byUsurf. This velocity change is directed
toward the closest atoms.

We apply similar rules to the atoms emitted from t
surface. We compute the normal component of the velo
with respect to the closest surface atoms. If the kinetic
ergy corresponding to this velocity is larger thanUemit, the
atom can escape the attraction of the surface, but it is em
with a velocity reduced by this normal component. Resp
tering or reflection particle energies@Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!# are
also reduced by this surface emission energy. These eff
are not relevant to Ar atoms because of their weak bond
to other atoms. If the energy corresponding to the norm
velocity of an atom escaping the surface is lower thanUemit,
the atom is reflected toward the surface. An atom imping
on the surface at grazing incidence can be trapped by
surface and diffuse over large distances in this way@biased
diffusion in Fig. 4~d!#. Biased diffusion is highly directional

Collisions of impinging atoms with the surface can i
duce diffusion of an atom already present on the surface;
is refered to as kinetic-energy-assisted diffusion in Ref. 7.
a result of the collision, adatom migration is not isotrop
and takes place along a given direction. Various conditio
have to be satisfied for such a displacement to occur.
final kinetic energy of such an atom must be lower thanU thr ,
otherwise it will become a free atom. Second, its kine
energy must be larger than a threshold energy for kine
energy-assisted diffusionUkin (Ukin,U thr , Ukin takes values
typical of diffusion energy barriers!. If these conditions are
satisfied, the next site along the trajectory is identified. If t
empty site has higher or equal coordination, the atom
diffuse in this direction. The motion towards sites of low
coordination would present a significant increase of poten
energy and would make the event less likely. Note tha
thermal spike near the impact position may induce rand
diffusion jumps, but these are not included in this model.6

This BC based deposition model uses a set of parame
that we discuss below.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS OF TA SPUTTERING

A. Simulation parameters of Ta sputtering deposition

We use in our model parameters appropriate to simu
tantalum deposition. Only a few energetic parameters~diffu-
sion barriers and potential energies of adatoms on diffe
faces! are known: activation energies of 0.78 and 0.5 eV
adatom diffusion on Ta bcc$100% and $110% orientations are
taken from Ref. 25. MD simulations indicate activation e
ergies of 0.44 eV for diffusion on Ta bcc$110% and 1.4 eV on
Ta bcc$100% ~through an exchange mechanism!.26 Note that
the embedded atom method potential used in the MD sho
good agreement with first principle calculations.26 These
high values of the activation energies for diffusion imp
minimal surface diffusion at room temperature. Under the
conditions, growth is isotropic for all orientations and ind

n
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pendent of the crystal structure.27 The kinetic energy of im-
pinging particles causes surface diffusion, and this proc
does not seem to restore any growth anisotropy: no sig
this process is present in the high resolution TEM ima
~Fig. 3!, e.g., faceting is not observable. Based on these
servations, neither orientation nor crystal structure nor de
sition rate should be relevant in the simulations; the grow
kinetics are governed mainly by the energetic processe
the surface. These observations allow further simplificati
of the MC model and its parameterization.

~1! Sputtered Ta is known to produce bcc-Ta,b-Ta, or
even fcc-Ta in evaporated very thin films of a few tens
Å.28 In our experiments, bcc-Ta dominates15 but is likely to
be mixed with someb phase. There is some evidence th
b-Ta has a structure more close-packed than the simple
structure.29 We use an fcc structure in our modeling~more
close-packed than bcc!, however, we believe that the influ
ence of the crystal structure is weak as already mention
~2! We assume a deposition rate of 1mm/min. ~3! The sub-
strate consists of an~001! atomic layer containing 1003100
atoms. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the lat
dimensions of the simulation cell. Note that we do not sim
late explicitly the native oxide formed on the silicon su
strate in the experiments. Since Ta is a refractory mate
with low surface mobility, we expect that the deposited
atoms stick near their landing position independently of
substrate nature.~4! We use adatom diffusion barriers of 0
eV on the flat fcc$111% faces, and 0.78 eV for the othe
surface atoms, including step edges and similar config
tions. Because of the high barriers the simulations are ins
sitive to the precise values. In this way, all the migrati
energies are equal or larger than those on the bcc$110% Ta
fastest diffusion face. The Monte Carlo embedded at
method potential for Ta is obtained from the Al potent
function21 that has been scaled to reproduce the Ta cohe
energy. However, simulations are insensitive to the detai
the potential energy calculation because of minimal surf
diffusion.

In the deposition procedure, the impinging particles
the growing film are either Ar or Ta atoms. We use the sa
angular distribution for the two species.4 However, kinetic
energies are different. Argon does not bond to the film, a
so the desorption probability of Ar is 1. The parameters u
in the BC model are summarized in Table I.

The adatom formation energy is subtracted from the
netic energy of the recoil atoms. We use an adatom forma
energyUad53 eV. This value is estimated by scaling adato
formation energies in Al~;0.2–1 eV for different faces21! by
the ratio of melting temperature between Ta and Al~3269
K/933 K;3.5!. The scaling with melting temperature is we
suited for bulk vacancy formation energy30 ~2.2–3.1 eV for
Ta and 0.6–0.8 eV for Al in Ref. 31!. This scaling likely
~over! or ~under! estimates surface defect energies. It sho
be noted that we do not introduce different parameters for
different crystalline orientations, even if the adatom form
tion energy varies on the different faces. This simplificati
is supported experimentally by the indication of isotrop
growth ~i.e., no facets! observed by TEM.
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The surface energyUsurf intended to describe the laten
heat effect is set to 6 eV~;70% of the Ta cohesive energy!.
Uemit is chosen at a significantly higher energy of 8 e
Uemit.Usurf accounts for the fact that atoms often come o
from subsurface layers and must be extracted from a pos
with many surrounding neighbors.

The kinetic energy assisted diffusion mechanisms h
been examined using MD calculations:6 if the atom trajec-
tory is close to the minimum barrier diffusion path, an ener
of about 1.3–1.7 times the thermal diffusion barrier is ne
essary to produce the diffusion. On Ta$100%, this barrier is
0.78 eV and we chose thereforeUkin52 eV for all diffusing
directions. Again, it should be noted that for the sake
tractability, we do not introduce different parameters for t
different crystalline orientations.

Using our BC model with these parameters, we ha
checked the sputtering yield of a single crystal Ta target
der 100 and 400 eV Ar bombardment. These sputter
yields are usually considered as independent of tempera
We construct a 1503150 Å2 and 50 ML thick Ta slice with
periodic boundary conditions applied in the lateral dire
tions. 5000 Ar atoms are projected on this target. We ob
sputtering yieldsY(100 eV);0.2 andY(400 eV);0.8 with
our model in acceptable agreement with experimental s
tering yieldsY(100 eV);0.1 to 0.2 andY(400 eV);0.5 re-
ported in Ref. 32.

B. Simulations of energetic particle effects

We consider a monoenergetic flux of Ta and Ar partic
on the growing film. The average kinetic energy of the im
pinging atoms were estimated by Rossnagelet al. using a
binary collision model~TRIM!.4 In the case of 400 eV Ar
impinging on the target, they found that the sputtered
atoms had an average kinetic energy ofT;26 eV, and the
reflected Ar atoms hadT;120 eV while 25% of the Ar were
reflected on the target toward the deposited film.TRIM is
based on BC theory which is known to lose accuracy at l
energies since it omits multibody interactions. We compa
SRIM2000 ~TRIM-like model33! and TRIM calculations with
molecular dynamics simulations.SRIM2000 calculations with
default parameters showed a tendency to overestimate

TABLE I. Summary table of the parameters used in the binary collis
model.

Binary collision parameters Reference

ATa–Ta~keV) 53.133 24
AAr–Ar ~keV) 6.9609 24
AAr–Ta ~keV) 19.232 Eq.~2!
aTa–Ta~Å) 0.2855 24
aAr–Ar ~Å) 0.2758 24
aAr–Ta ~Å) 0.2806 Eq.~2!
bmax(Å) 3.3
Ustop~eV) 1
Uad ~eV) 3
U thr bulk ~eV) 32
Usurf ~eV) 6
Uemit ~eV) 8
Ukin ~eV) 2
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average kinetic energy of Cu sputtered by 400 eV Ar~Cu
average kinetic energy;18 eV! compared to molecular dy
namics simulations~;8 eV34!, while the agreement betwee
SRIM2000andTRIM4 was good for Ta. In the absence of M
results for Ta sputtering, we used for a comparable sputte
voltage an average kinetic energy of 10 eV for Ta and 50
for Ar for impinging particles on the substrate~about half the
TRIM predictions! and 20% are Ar atoms. These kinetic e
ergies of impinging particles were able to reproduce exp
mental results in our simulations. In Fig. 2, we plot the de
sity calculated in the film as a function of substra
inclination ~the density in a layer is the ratio of occupie
sites over total number of sites in the layer!. Simulated mor-
phology results are presented in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! as a
function of substrate inclination, with and without includin
the binary collision deposition model for the energetic p

FIG. 5. Ta film morphology after 50 ML deposition at 300 K on differe
oriented substrates (Cm50°,45°,70°):~a! The effect of energetic particle
are not included.~b! Energetic particles are considered. Ta and Ar init
kinetic energy are 10 and 50 eV. Ar atoms constitute 20% of the imping
particle flux. The shades of gray were introduced to help distinguish dif
ent columns. An atom alone on the substrate will be assigned a random
scale and take the gray scale of one of its neighbors otherwise. An ar
3003300 Å2 is displayed.
g
V

i-
-

-

ticles. Without energetic particles, the film is rough and u
derdense, particularly at large substrate inclination. The d
sity varies between;0.6 and 0.3 in the range ofCm

considered. Comparison with experimental results gi
large discrepancies, especially at large substrate inclinati
In contrast, withT510 eV for the Ta,T550 eV for the Ar,
the density agrees very well with the experiments. Betwe
0° and 45°, the film is smooth and its density is close to 1.
70°, the film exhibits a columnar structure but is more den
and smooth than without energetic particles. The morph
ogy of simulated films at a substrate inclination of 70° a
reported in Fig. 6 and can be compared to experimental
sults in Fig. 3. 100 ML are deposited. Simulated morpho
gies ~Fig. 6! agree qualitatively with the HRTEM results
density, column size~&100 Å!, and a thin high density laye
near the substrate are all well reproduced in the simulatio

C. Mechanims affecting the film density

We wish to determine the main mechanisms respons
for the different densities observed in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. We
consider a 70° substrate inclination, we turn on differe
mechanisms in the simulations, and compare the film de
ties with the experiments.~1! Without energetic particles, the
film density is;0.3 @Fig. 5~a! and Fig. 2~L!, cm570°].
This density is too low by more than 50%.~2! Latent heat
effects are included, i.e., the initial kinetic energy of Ta is
(T50 for Ar! but increases up to a kinetic energyT56 eV
when it collides with the surface. Latent heat alone cause
large increase of the film density up to;0.5 @Fig. 2~h!#. ~3!
Considering an intitial Ta kinetic energy of 10 eV (T
516 eV at the surface as a result of latent heat, and the
kinetic energy is 0 eV! causes an increase of the density
to 0.75@Fig. 2~1!# in good agreement with the experiment
~4! Finally, including the Ar kinetic energy~the Ar kinetic
energy is 50 eV and the Ta kinetic energy is 10 eV! only
produces small variations of the density@Fig. 2~n!# and mor-
phology of the film. Note that we also simulate a Ta kine

g
r-
ray
of

FIG. 6. Ta film morphology after 100 ML deposition at 300 K and at 7
substrate inclination. An area of 3003300 Å2 is displayed. 50 ML have been
added to the simulation presented in Fig. 5~b!, cm570°. The shades of gray
were introduced to help distinguish different columns. An atom alone on
substrate will be assigned a random gray scale and take the gray scale o
of its neighbors otherwise.
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energy of 0~but latent heat effect is allowed! and an Ar
kinetic energy of 50 eV. These simulations show a den
close to case 2~latent heat effect alone! and confirms the
weak effect of Ar neutrals on the film density.

These results indicate that first, the atomic displaceme
resulting from energetic particles during sputtering hav
dramatic effect on the microstructure and morphology of
film. Without these displacements in the Ta sputter simu
tion the density is too low by more than 50%. Furthermo
these displacements must be included in order to model
realistic vapor deposition process, since latent heat eff
are always present.

Next, we have pointed out that bombardment of the s
face by Ar affects weakly the film microstructure when co
pared to Ta bombardment. The maximum kinetic energyTm

that can be transferred by a projectile to a target initially
rest is given by24

Tm5
4A

~11A!2 T0 , ~4!

with A5m2/m1. T0 is the initial kinetic energy of the pro
jectile, m1 is its mass, andm2 is the target atom mass.Tm

corresponds to the case of an impact parameterb50. An
Ar–Ta collision with an initial Ar kinetic energy of
50 eV (A;181/40;4.5) leads toTm;0.6T0;30 eV. A Ta
particle impinging on the surface with a kinetic energy of
eV in the gas phase collides the surface with a kinetic ene
T0516 eV because of the latent heat. Each Ta atom bri
potentially 16 eV for its own athermal diffusion on the su
face while the Ar neutrals need an impact parameter neb
;0 to transfer a significant part of their kinetic energy to
atoms on the surface. In addition, the Ta flux is four tim
larger than the Ar flux. As a result, the Ar bombardment h
a weak effect on the film density.

D. Kinetic energy of impinging particles

In the previous sections, we used a Ta kinetic energy
10 eV and 50 eV for the Ar as imput parameters for t
simulations. The film density was slightly overestimat
@Fig. 2~n!#. We have also investigated other parameters;
example, a kinetic energy of 5 eV for Ta and 25 eV for the
slightly underestimated the density@Fig. 2~,!#. In our
model, a Ta energy between 5 and 10 eV~Ar effect is weak!
reproduces correctly the experimental density. However,
kinetic energies of impinging Ta and Ar that reproduce b
the experimental film densities differ from theTRIM sputter-
ing calculations4 ~Ta 26 eV, Ar 120 eV!. We can enumerate
some reasons for this difference.35

~i! TRIM parameters are fit to high energy collisions, a
may be inaccurate in the range of 500 eV and below.

~ii ! In these simulations an average kinetic energy
used for impinging particles on the film. The complete
netic energy distribution might introduce differences.

~iii ! Our criteria for kinetic energy assisted diffusio
may overestimate surface diffusion.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have grown Ta thin films by magnetron sputteri
onto oxidized Si substrates, and have varied the orienta
of the substrate with respect to the growth direction fro
horizontal to near-vertical in order to simulate growth ov
steep topography. We find that:

~1! from x-ray reflectance and atomic force microscopy, t
film roughness increases, and the density decreases with
entation angle; and
~2! HRTEM imaging also indicates an underdense struct
comprising separated columns, even at low Ar pressure, w
greater orientation angles resulting in lower density. C
umns are less than 100 Å wide and do not show facetting
the top. This morphology indicates that growth is isotrop
because of low surface mobility.

We have modeled the experimental results using Mo
Carlo simulations, with conditions intended to approxima
the experimental growth conditions, and with material p
rameters appropriate for Ta. We obtained the following
sults.

~1! Examination of the film microstructure and mo
phology resulting from these simulations indicates that
energetics of impinging particles are necessary to adequa
produce film densities comparable to those found experim
tally. Without including these energetics, we are left w
large discrepancies.

~2! In contrast, we find good agreement using a sim
lated deposition procedure that includes a binary collis
model to describe collisions of impinging Ta and Ar on t
surface. This model describes the essential surface me
nisms that influence the local film structure: resputtering,
flection, latent heat, kinetic-energy-assisted diffusion, and
ased diffusion. Simulated microstructures are in agreem
with the HRTEM pictures, i.e., column size, column shap
and a thin dense layer at the substrate are all reproduce

~3! We find in particular that the energy release due
attractive interactions between the impinging Ta atoms
the film adatoms~i.e., latent heat! produces a large increas
of density ~from ;0.3 to 0.5! at 70° substrate inclination
relative to the case in which no latent heat is included.
note that simulations of Ta sputter deposition that neglect
latent heat effect do not provide realistic film structures, ev
in the case of films grown under high Ar pressure.

~4! We investigate the relative effect of Ta and Ar bom
bardment of the surface. We find that Ar neutrals have w
effects on the film density when compared to Ta. A kine
energy of the Ta within 5–10 eV provides the best agreem
between our modeling and the experiments.
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